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The mathematical modelling of the motion of a horizontal
vibrating screen supported by ROSTA oscillating mountings

J;1"]"1"r^uv;ili",i*J*,'-.'",.,

Summary

A versatile mathematical model of the behaviour of a vibrating conveyor screen supported by
ROSTA oscillating mountings is developed. The model allows for various configurations
through the specification of dffirent screen and vibrating motor charqcteristics, connecting
rod lengths, torsional stiffnesses of suspension units and mounting positions and orienta-
tions. The model is implemented in a computer program which allows for the computation of
the time variation ofthe reactions and couples at thefoundation supports and the horizontal,
vertical and angular displacements of the screen. The validity of the model is verified by
comparison of the predicted behaviour against the experimentally determined motion of a
real vibrating screen. The model may be used to prescribe mounting configurations which,
subject to design constraints, give minimum transmission of forces into the supporting
structure.

Introduction

Vibratory conveyors are used to convey a wide variety of
materials ranging from dry powders to heavy block cast-
ings. They offer many unique advantages such as convey-
ing of materials at elevated temperatures, combining
operations like cooling, drying, blending and screening
with conveying [-4]. In the modern vibratory conveyor
the horrzontal oscillating trough vibrates at small ampli-
tudes and high frequency. Drives with double rotating
imbalances produce a periodic force excitation, usualy at
an angle of 45' to the vertical, such that the material being
conveyed periodically loses contact with the trough. Dur-
ing this jump phase the material moves forward due to the
horizontal momentum imparted to it by the trough be-
fore loss of contact. Fig. I gives a diagrammatic represen-
tation of such a conveying trough mounted on helical
compression springs.

Of particular interest in this study are the trough sup-

ports. They play a decisive role in determining the stroke
amplitude and the magnitude of the forces transmitted to
the foundations. Traditionally helical steel springs, hol-
low or solid rubber springs and air cushion supports are
used. Under certain operating conditions these tra-
ditional supports perform poorly. The helical springs and
air cushions ffi&y, for example, collapse without warning
resulting in maintenance problems. One of the main ob-
jections to the traditional supports in the case of vibra-
tory conveyors is that they result in poor directional
screen control, allowing the screen to float and oscillate
laterally and perpendicular to the feed direction. As a re-
sult attention has lately shifted to the use of ROSTA sus-
pension mountings.

A typical ROSTA mounting is depicted in Fig. 2. It
consists of 3 rods (Lr, 1.2 and t,3) linked together by two
supsension units housed in the central rod as shown. The
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top and bottom rod is attached to the screen and foun-
dation through units respectively secured to the screen
and foundation. The individual suspension units consist
of four prestressed special rubber elements between an
outer case and a square inner core canted at 45 degrees.
The inner core can thus rotate through a torsion angle of
up to + 30' relative to the outer case t5]. The top and
bottom rods are rigidly attached to the square inner cores
allowing them to rotate relative to the central rod, the
screen and the foundation. The mountings support the
screen with the rods in the plane of motion, which results
in excellent directional control.

For the ROSTA mountings the transmission of forces
into the foundation is, however, highly dependent on a
correct choice of the mounting characteristics, namely the
lengths of the rods 0r , L, and [,3 and the torsional stiff-
nesses of the individual suspension units. The stiffnesses
and load capacity of the suspension units may be varied
by adjusting the dimensions of the outer case and inner
core as well as the total length of the suspension units.
Accordingly the units are available in different models
and sizes from the manufacturer [5].

In order to achieve a suitable design of the suspension
mountings for a horizontal vibrating screen it is essential
that a facility be available for the evaluation of the per-
formance of various proposed configurations. In particu-
lar it is of interest to know how the transmissibility of
forces into the supporting structure is affected by varying
different design parameters such as, for example, the stiff-
nesses of the ROSTA suspension units, the lengths of the
connecting rods between the units and the positioning
and input of the eccentric vibrators. In addition, the de-
tailed motion of any specified point on the screen as a
function of the parameters may be of interest, in order to
obtain optimal conveyor characteristics.

To do the required routine evaluation experimentally
in the laboratory is clearly an expensive and cumbersome
operation if one wishes to investigate a wide range of dif-
ferent possible configurations. An attractive alternative is
to construct a reliable and general mathematical model of
the screen-Suspension system. Such a model, once com-
puterised, will make it possible to compute with relative
ease the behaviour of any specified system. This will allow
comparisons to be made so that the design may be opti-
mized. According to the representative [6] of the manu-
facturing company no such mathematical model exists as

yet. Indeed it appears from a survey of the available
literature that even for conveyors with traditional sup-
ports most of the published work is either of an empirical
nature or the proposed mathematical models are over-
simplified. Typical of the latter case is the work of
Winkler [7] and of Ganapathy and Parameswaran [8].

The purpose of this study is therefore to develop a

mathematical model of a fairly general screen-suspension
system in which ROSTA-based suspension mountings
are used. The validity of the model is proved by compari-
son of computer predictions against the experimentally
measured performance of a real vibrating screen.

The model

The model to be analyzed here is depicted in Fig. 3(a).
The screen is supported by four mountings (two in front
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Figure 3(a) - Diagrammatic representation of the screen model to be
analyzed

Figure 3(b) - Typical torsion angle

and two behind), each consisting of four ROSTA suspen-
sion units, not necessarily identical, that are joined to
each other by connecting levers as shown. The axes of the
suspension units are perpendicular to the x-y plane thus
restricting motion to the x-y plane. The mountings are of
type AB (see ROSTA catalogue t5l) in which units 2 and 3

(see Fig. 3(a)) are rigidly joined by a lever of length 1.2.

Similarly units 6 and 7 are also rigidly connected. Units 1

and 5 connect the screen to the mountings and the mount-
ings are secured to the supporting foundation through
units 4 and 8. In the unstrained position all the indicated
angles (a, P, y, 0, d', P', T', d') are equal to 45' except
0 - 0". The corresponding torsion angles are therefore
given by the specified angle minus 45' (see Fig. 3 (b)). The
position of the centre of mass G relative to the indicated
origin is (xo, y c) and the angle through which the screen

rotates relative to the horrzontal is denoted by 0. The pos-
ition of G relative to the screen supports are specified by
the distances a, b and h.

From the above it is clear that once the parameters (8r,
L2, Lr, a, b, h) are fixed then the orientation and position
of the system is completely specified by the I I coordinates
(xo, 7c,0, a,, p, y,0,a' , f' , T' ,0').Indeed these coordinates

overdetermine the system since relationships exist be-
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tween them, which means that they are not all indepen-
dent. Appendix A shows that 6 such constraint relation-
ships exist, leaving only 5 independent variables, i.e. the
system may be precisely specified by a minimum of 5

coordinates and therefore has only 5 degrees of freedom.
For convenience the I I coordinates above are denoted by
the respective components of the vector q _ lqt, qt, . .

Qnfr. The six constraints, which are specified in detail in
Appendix A, may then be briefly written as

mj)c -- 16 mg

K,Iu 
"f - -h + 74

K,,fd' ;l_ - Ls

KeW - z; : )'rLrcos(v - O + fi - trrLrsin(v - O + P)

* trt - A4 + lsl.tsin(y - 0 + p)

-trulrcos(y-0+p)

KtW' -Ol: -Al'Pos(Y' - d' + 
',')

- TrLrsin(y' - 0' + p') * 7,
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(s.3)

(s.4)

(5.s)

g/q)_0,i:1,2,...,6 (1)

(3)

1,2,...,11 (4)

(s.l)

(s.2)

- Lpos(y' - 0' + p')j + Lz{l.tsinf'
* l.2cos(y' - 0')
+ (.6in(y' - 0' + p')\ - 13

Equations of motion

It is assumed that the masses of the connecting levers are
negligible in comparison with the mass of the screen.
Also, for the moment, assume no damping and no ap-
plied disturbing force, i.e. an undamped free system . La-
grange's equations of motion with constraints [9, l0] may
now be applied to the system.

The expression for the kinetic energy of the system is

T : *orq? + I*qtr + IIo4l Q)

where m denotes the mass of the screen , Io the mass mo-
ment of inertia of the screen about the z-axis through G
and . denotes the time derivatives. The potential energy is
given by

Kyly - ftl : (7u - Lr){L2sin(y - il - Lpos(y - 0 + il}
* 7, - 74 * (7t - Ar){L2cos(y - 0)
* t6in(y - 0 + fi)

Kr,fT' -ft| - (Ail.2sin(y' - O) - Lpos(l,' - O'

72{l.2cos(y'-O') + l.6in(y' -d' + p')}

KotO - Z; : (7, - Lu){l4cos{ * l,2sin(y - 0)

- l.tcos(y - 0 + fi\ - h* Ao* (trr- 7r)

{l4sin( * l"2cos(Z - il + l"6in(y - 0 + fi}

K6,ld' - - -Lt{Ltcos(' * l.2sin(y' - d')

(5.8)

+ p')\

+ 13 (5.9)

(s.6)

(5.7)

(5. r0)

(s.l l)

K,[q, 
t]on, 

+ msrc

itwhere K,lq, 1] O.notes the torque exerted in Nm by the
4'

suspension unit corresponding to coordinate Qi at torsion

angle q, 
ft, 

which is measured in radians. The accelera-

tion due to gravity is denoted by g.
For each coordinate q, the Lagrange equation is ap-

plied in the following form:

Solution of equations of motion

The main objective is the solution of equations of motion
(5.1) to (5.3) which will give the time dependent behav-
iour of x", yo and 0. Their solution clearly requires the
availability of the time dependent multipliers 71, j _ 1,2,

., 6. The IS may be solved for in the following way: eq

(5.5) gives ,13, after which (5.4) yields 7a; wtth 7t and 7a

known one may simultaneously solve (5 .7) and (5.9) for 71

and A2 and follow this up by the simultaneous solution of
(5.6) and (5.8) to yield 7, and 76. Details of the solutions
of the multipliers are given in Appendix B. Notice that the
solution of the 2p is in terms of the time dependent sus-

pension unit angles Qq, Q s, . . ., Qt . Eqs (5. 1 ) to (5.3) there-
fore take on the general form:

(it : f, (qr,qr,. - -,Qn) - ft(q)
4, : fr(q)
(i, : -fr(q)

To solve for all the q',s a further 8 independent differential
equations in q are required. Keep in mind that in solving
for the ,t s equations (5.10) and (5.1 l) were not used. If the

where L - T V, h,,- I and the undetermined' oQi

Lagrange multipliers, one corresponding to each con-
straint in (l ), denoted by ,1 . In general these multipliers
will also be time dependent.

Reverting back to the original notation for the coor-
dinates, the application of (a) yields the following eleven
important equations.

(6)
Io0 - At@ * b)cos? - Lr(a * b)sin? + 7o *
),5(asin? + hcos?) - Au@ cos0 - hsin?)

mtc - 7s
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solutions for the IS are
(5. I l) both relationships

Lr{qrrQzr. . .rQn) : 0, i -

: o, j- 1,2

0L, oL, 0L,

\qo 0q, 0q1

0L, 0L, 0L,
\qo 0q, 0q1

M-W
oqo oq'

iru
oqo

i,gu
oqt,

1,2

now substituted in (5.10) and
may be written in the form:
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Figure 4 - Vertlcal and horizontal reactions at the screen supports

the reactions as the 7,{t)'s become available. At the same

time the couples transmitted to the foundations may also
be computed from the torque angles d@ and d'Q) by

(7)

(8)

(11)

By differentiating the above the following differential
forms are obtained:

A further 6 differential equations are required. These may
be obtained from the constraint equations (1) which are
detailed in Appendix A. Again by differentiation the dif-
ferential forms of the constraint equations are:

: 0, j- 1,2,...,6

Equations (8) and (9) may now be combined in the matrix
equation:

(e) Inclusion of disturbing and damping forces

A periodic disturbing force may now be introduced via
two eccentric synchronised motors. Allowing for an effec-
tive eccentric mass p rotatin g at a radius r with angular
frequency rr,r gives an amplitude (see Fig. 5)

(10) Figure 5 - The disturbing force F and its line of action relative to the
centre ol mass G

MdQ) : Kold?) and Mr,(t) : Kr'ld'Q)

T - pr(D2

The corresponding periodic disturbing force is

F - Tcos(ot)

fl"r

Qq

Qs

Qa

,?_

T?

E?
a-

aL.,

-QioQi

Al"r

-QioQi

+Qi
oQi

:

+Qi
oQi

(13)

( l4)

(ls)

Qn 'i:,
which may be written more conclsely as

Aq'_c

or

q' - A-lc

where q' = fqo,qr,. . .,Qrrf'.
Equations (6) and (11) form a system of 1l simul-

taneous differential equations which may now be solved
to give QyQz,. . ., Qn as functions of time.

Simultaneously with the solution of q(t) we may com-
pute 1,(r) - l7r(t)),r(t),. . .,tru!)l' by using the expres-
sions for }u(r) given in Appendix B.

It can be shown (see Appendix C and Fig. 4) that the
relationships between the ,tp and the vertical and hori-
zontal reactions at the screen supports (and the founda-
tions) are given by

acting at a vector positiotr p, specified by p and z (see Fig.
5), from the centre of mass G and acting in the direction
shown. In our model we allow for the possibility that the
line of action of Fmay not be through G, making an angle
o(+r) with the base of the screen. Allowing for the ro-
tation 0 of the screen the additional force components to
be accommodated in (5 .2) and (5.3) respectively are

- Fcos(o 0)

- - Fsin(o 0) ( l6)

be included inThe corresponding additional moment to
(s.l ) is

S, - 7r, R.. - As 12

s, _ 1r,4, : A6 1r

This allows for the computation

(r2)

of the time variation of

F*
Ft



Usually we have o - r : 45".
It is assumed that the damping moment and forces are

proportional to the velocities and are of the form
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Mo : F;in(o r)

Te : -CrIoT
T': -CStt*
Tt': -Crml

( l7)

(18)

The values of the damping constants may be determined
experimentally. We obtain a complete description of the
motion by including the respective damping terms above
in the corresponding equations of motion (5.1), (5.2) and
(s.3).

Computational experiments

For its verification and analysis the mathematical model
was implemented in a CSMP computer program, and ap-
plied to an experimental set up consisting of a Vibramech
600 x 2400 vibrating screen I l] supported by a system
of ROSTA type AB 38 x 80 mm oscillating mountings
t5]. The screen is driven by two Uras vibrating motors,
type KEE- 13-6, running in opposite directions to each
other at a frequency of I 6 Hz so that they automatically
synchronise to produce a straight line motion rl2l. The
motors are mounted such that the line of action of the
vibrating force is through G at an angle of 45" with re-
spect to the horizontal base of the screen (i.e.
r - o - 45"). The maximum force of each motor is
I 300 kg force. The total mass of the screen is taken as 700
kg and the mass moment of inertia of the screen , Io
- 372 kg m'.The values of the damping constants, de-

termined experimentally by logarithmic decrement, are
C0: 2,64s-t, C*- l,6ls-l and C,, - 2,39s-t respec-

tively.
At the exhaust end (position R in fig. 4) the screen is

supported symmetrically, zt the back and front by, in
each case, two AB 38 x 80 ROSTA anti-vibration
mountings and at the feed end (position S) by two mount-
ings, one at the back and one in front. The double mount-
ings on the left were modelled as single systems with the
suspension units having double the torsional stiffnesses.

In the zero strain position the angle (ZSA) which the
top (and bottom) rods of the mountings make with the
horizontal, measured anti-clockwise downward, is equal
to 45" (i.e. the specification of ZSA - 45'corresponds to
the initial configuration a-P-y--0:45';
a' _ p' - y' - 0' : 135', and may be indicated by
"position" [[-[.) Other relevant specifications are:
a : 0,52m, b - 1,16ffi, h - 0,305 m and L - 1,68 m.
The lengths of the connecting rods for the initial exper-
imental set up were: 14 - 120 ffiffi, L2 - 60 mm and
14 - 120 mm.

Fig. 6 shows the computed (full circles) and experimen-
tally determined variations of xo and yo with time. The
computed stroke of 7,33 mm is in remarkable agreement
with the experimentally observed stroke of 7,30 mm.

For the given experimental set up the computed varia-
tions (A's) in the horizontal and vertical reactions at the
foundation supports are

0 2000

T|ME (SEC)

Figure 6 - Gomputed (full circles) and erperimentally (line) deter-
mined variations ol xn and yn with time

00

AR. - 116 N
A4 _262N

ASr- 5lN
AS, _ 135 N

The variations in the transmitted couples at the founda-
tions are small:

LMO: 0,3 Nm and LMO, - 0,1 Nm.

Clearly the major objective should be to seek alternative
configurations which give reduced variations in the reac-
tions. With this in mind the following computational ex-
periments were performed.

Firstly 02 was kept fixed at 1.2 - 60 mm and the com-
putations were done for increasing values of 01 - 03. The
results, depicted in Fig. 7, clearly show that increasing
14 - 14 drastically reduces the vertical A's whilst the

z
o
F
3
llJz

60 120 180

I
EXP SET UP

l1-lg
Figure 7 - Computed dependence ol lorce varlations (A's) on

varlation of l, - lt lor llxed l" : 60 mm

24O 300 mm
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horizontal A's remain effectively unchanged. Of course
there is a limit to the allowable increase in [,, and t,3 since
the torsion angles should remain within the permissable
range of + 30", which is the case here even up to the value
LL - L2 _ 270 mm. The variations in the transmitted
couples, computed by equations (13), remain small with
increasing t,r : t,3 and therefore will not explicitly be re-
ferred to again in what follows. The stroke appears to be
virtually unaffected by changes in 1., and t,. with a devi-
ation of about I oh about the average value of 7,4 mm as

the lengths were increased.
In the second experiment 0r : 8. was kept fixed at 120

mm and the A's were computed for increasing values of
1.2. Fig. 8 shows that in this case the hortzontal A's de-
crease impressively whereas the vertical A's now remain
virtually unchanged. Again the stroke remained effective-
ly constant.

Figs 7 and 8 clearly suggest that for overall reduction in
the A's, vertical and horizontal, both l,r - 14 and L2

should be increased. Consequently computations were
done for a number of combinations of increased values of
14 : Lz (with {,t - l't).The results are indicated in Fig. 9

which shows that a considerable overall reduction (up to
almost a factor of 4) may be obtained, compared to that
of the experimental set up, if both 1., and L, are increased.
The above experiments were repeated with the foun-
dation suspension units (i.e. units 4 and 8) replaced by
stiffer units of the type V38 (for which the torque-angle
characteristics were experimentally determined in the lab-
oratory). The results are also shown in Fig. 9. No clear cut
advantage seems to be obtained by using units V38 in
place of the AB 38 x 80 units.

As a further demonstration of the versatility of the mo-
del the effect of alternative choices for the zero strain an-
gle (ZSA) was investigated. Fig. l0 shows some results for
the choices ZSA - 30" and ZSA - 60'. The results indi-
cate that no appreciable gain is obtained with choices
other than that of 45'. It is indeed important to note that
the system does not appear to be very sensitive to changes
in ZSA. Compare, for example, the results for

120:60

I
EXP SET UP

Figure 9 - Computed A's for a number ol combinations of l.' : l, with
Ir- 13

ZSA = 
120r20 180J80 240l24o 240'300 180:180 ,03*oo 300:300

(1,, . l") mm:mm

Figure 10 - Computed A's lor alternative choices of zero strain angle
(zsA)

l"t: Lz-240 :240 in Figs.9 and 10. These results seem to
indicate that the system should not be too badly affected
if appreciable sagging takes place.

So far the results are only for configurations in which
the overall mounting position is of the form tt-t. Other
possibilities corresponding to alternative positions such
as [[-] and ll-l are also investigated. The results obtained
for these alternative configurations were not significantly
different.

The above experiments clearly indicate that significant
reduction in the transmission of force variations may be
obtained by lengthening the connecting rod lengths of the
mountings. To ensure longevity of the units this should be
done within the constraint that the torsion angles should
not exceed a maximum of 22" throughout the motion [6].

To allow for a definite recommendation to be made
with regard to the choice of lengths and suspension units
for the specific Vibramech screen under consideration,
the following final computational experiment was per-
formed. For varying choices of the connecting rod

N

(
R

z
o
F
3
LlJ

z 1oo
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EXP SEI UP AR.. - 30,7 Ir{

AR, - I 18,5N
AS. - 10,2N
AS,, - 60,6-n/

Conclusion

The overall objectives of this study have been ac-
complished. A versatile mathematical model of a vibrat-
ing screen supported by ROSTA oscillating mountings
has successfully been developed. The model allows for
various configurations through the specification of,
amongst others, different screen and vibrating motor
characteristics, connecting rod lengths, torsion stiffnesses
of suspension units, and mounting positions and orienta-
tions. In particular the model enables the computation of
the time variation of the reactions and couples at the
foundation supports, the vertical and horizontal displace-
ments as well as the angular rotation of the screen, and
the variation with time of the torsion angles at all the
suspension units.

The validity of the model was demonstrated by com-
parison of the predicted performance against the exper-
imentally determined behaviour of a Vibramech vibrat-
ing screen. Sensitivity analysis by means of the model
indicates that considerable reduction in the transmissibi-
lity of forces into the supporting foundation may be ob-
tained by suitable changes in the configurational para-
meters of the system. In particular, lengthening of the
connecting rods between suspension units results in sig-
nificant reductions.

Finally, this study indicates that the mathematical mo-
del may successfully be applied to the analyses of many
other systems currently in operation in industry.
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Figure 11 - Computed total resultant variation AR, as a lunction ol
I - 11 - lz - l. for ditferent AB 38 suspension unit sizes

lengthS, 8r : l.z - U - 8, the computations were per-
formed for different AB38 unit sizes, namely 40; 80; 120;
160 and 200 mm. In each case the total resultant variation
AR, per side was calculated by

ARr- {(AR, + AS,)' + (LR, + A,S,),}l

and the torsion angles were monitored. The graph in Fig.
I I summarise the results. The indicated values on the
graphs are the maximum torsion angle reached during
vibration with the dashed line separating the acceptable
configurations from those that exceed the set limit of 22' .

Quite clearly the "optimal" configurations are those in
the bottom right hand corner, just above the dashed line.

On the basis of maximum reduction in force variation
as well as acceptable maximum torsion angle a good con-
figuration would be:

(4 - l.z - 14 - 270 mm with units AB 38 x 160

For this choice AR. _ 152,6 N giving an overall reduc-
tion by a factor of 2,83. The computed stroke is7,25 mm
and the maximum torsion angle is l7,l " with a maximum
amplitude of 1,0'. The individual A components are:

AR, : 28,4N AS.. - 13,0N
A& - 81,5N AS, - 65,41{

Should economy be an important factor, the use of
smaller size units leads to the recommendation:

14 - l.z - 14 - 240 mm with units AB 38 x 120

For this choice ARr - 183,8 N giving an overall reduc-
tion factor of 2,35. The computed stroke rs 7,26 mm and
the maximum torsion angle is 19,1' with a maximum am-
plitude of 1,2" . The individual A components are:
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Appendix A

Constraint equations

With reference to Fig. 3(a) and the I I chosen coordinates,
six constraint equations may be identified. Choosing the
origin as indicated at the position of attachment of the left
mounting to the foundation, the specification that the
right mounting be secured at the position (L,0) yields the
following two constraint equations.

gr-l4sin(+l.2cos(y il+l.rsin(y 0+P)
+ (a + b)sin? l4sin(' l.2cos(y' - 0')

l.6in(yt - O' + p')- 0 (A. l)

and

Ez: -l4cosQ l.2sin(y il + Lpos(y 0 + P)
+ (a + b)cos? l4cos(' - l.2sin(y' - 0')
+l.pos(y'-O' +p') L:0 (A.2)

The third constraint follows from the geometric fact that
the sum of the internal angles of the octagon defined by
the screen, mountings and foundation floor (see Fig. I (a))
is equal to 6n radians. Mathematically this reduces to

gs-y+y' +p+p' 0 0' a q.'-0(A.3)

The fourth constraint gives the relationship between the
angle 0 and the respective suspension unit angles:

Eq_0 y+d p+a-0 (A.4)

The final two constraints are derived from the expres-
sions for the coordinates of the centre of mass G, (xo,!c),
in terms of the suspension angles and the parameters of
the system:

gs-xG+l4cos(+l,rsin(y il Lpos(y 0+P)
acos? + hsin?:0 (A.5)

and

Ea- lc l4sinf L2cos(y il l"6in(y
asin? hcos? - 0

Appendix B

Solution of multipliers

From (5.5):

i3_ _ Kyf/ - 4l'4'

and from (5.a):

A4: K,la ftl + A3

Set
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C' : Lpos(y' - 0' + p'), ,S' - l,6in(yt - d' + p')
A' - l.2sin(y' - 0') l"rcos(yt - 0' + p')
B' _ l"rcos(y' - O') + l,6in(y' - 0' + p') (B.3)

Solving (5.7) and (5.9) simultaneously for 72 and,t, gives:

, _ 
u'{^,-*,lo'-.;)\+c'{t -4,[ y'-f]]

'12 A,S' + B'C

and

h - {A, trrS' Kp,W' 
frlltC'

Set

(B.4)

(B.s)

+p)

(B.6)

(c.l)

(c.2)

(c.3)

(c.4)

Solving (5.6) and (5.8) simultaneously for A6and,i, yields:

7a: {A{SA + Bq + h(B - ^Y) + 24(,S - B)

+ s4,ly -ft1 - u*up -ftllfAs + Bq (B.7)

and

trs: {KpW - 
fr1 - AlC + 7rS - h* 7o+ A6qlS (B.8)

Appendix C

Solution of the reactions at the supports

with reference to Fig. 4 the classic equations of transla-
tional motion of the screen are given by:

C -l"pos(y 0+p),s-|.;in(y 0
A - l,2sin(y il Lpos(y d + p)
B- l.2cos(y il + l.6in((y 0 + p)

R.+S'.-ls

R,,+,S,,-46

0 + p) Clearly (C.1) corresponds to Lagrange equation (5 .2) and
(4.6) (C.2) to (5.3) from which it follows that

The classic equation for the rotational motion of the
screen is given by

(B'l) Io0: R,(asin| + hcosil)+ S,(hcosl bsinil)
+ S,,(hsin? + bcos?) R,,(acos? hsin?)

+ MR + Ms (C.5)

(B.2) Utilising (C.3) and (C.4) reduces (C.5) to

- (R.a S.b + 76h)sin0

+(Ath+S'b R,,a)cos?+MR+Ms (C.6)
Io0
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which corresponds to the Lagrange equation (5.1):

Io6 : (- Lr(a + b) + Lsa + 76h)sin0

+ (Lr(a + b) + Ith ),6a)cos0 + 14 (C.7)

Comparing (C.6) with (C.7) gives

R,a S,b - - ),r(a + b) + lsa (C.8)

Srb Rra : Lt(a + b) Laa
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(c.9)

From equation (C.3), (C.4), (C.8) and (C.9) R,, Ry, S, and
S, may be solved for to yield:

S": trr,Rr:
S : 1r, R -

ls 12

)'6 )'r (c.10)


